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Letter to the Editor

Role of the kitchen environment

Dear Sir or Madam,

We read with interest the article by Prescott et al. initiating
a debate on the involvement of the ward kitchen environment
in transmission events to patients. [1].

Ward kitchen sinks were implicated in an E. coli outbreak in
Manchester. [2] A hospital wide CPE outbreak linked to salads
becoming contaminated within the main kitchen has also been
described by Professor Exner. [3] In this instance, con-
tamination of t kitchen drains was thought to have arisen fol-
lowing the use of a coil to unblock the kitchen sink which had
previously been down the main sewage stack in the hospital.

Whilst much thought goes into the design of clinical hand
wash stations, the same processes are not applied to other
types of sink within a healthcare environment. Water directly
hitting a drain sieve is at high risk of dispersing drain organisms,
but this is not uncommon in kitchen sink design. [4] Disposal of
carbon sources down the drain promote bacterial growth and
biofilm formation which can subsequently grow up a drain at
the rate of 1 mm/h. Whilst it may be possible to minimise such
practices with clinical hand wash stations, kitchen sinks are
necessarily used to dispose of food/drink waste which will
support bacterial multiplication.

Washing/rinsing of any equipment in a sink (kitchen or
otherwise) incurs a risk of acquiring and transmitting drain
organisms if the item does not go through a recognised sub-
sequent decontamination process. Ward dishwashers are an
important method for decontaminating utensils but often lack
the appropriate regulatory oversight. In one outbreak (M
Weinbren, personal communication) of a highly resistant
strains of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a causative factor was the
ward dishwasher being out of use; necessitating washing of
patient water jugs in a kitchen sink (from which the outbreak
strain was isolated). The dishwasher had been out of action for
over a month. We suggest infection control teams should make
enquiries into the timeframe specified in service level agree-
ments for repairing of dishwashers. As it is unlikely service
providers will be able to repair all dishwashers on the same day,
we suggest the safest policy is to have spare functioning dish-
washers on site which can be swapped with ones that have
failed in order to ensure wards have continuity of use.

Whether dishwashers are located in wards or centralised
locations, they should be subject to regular cleaning and
maintenance as per manufacturer’s instructions, with

responsibilities for such clearly defined. A risk assessment
should be undertaken before installing a dishwasher in a ward
kitchen and they should be avoided in wards housing immu-
nosuppressed patients e.g. haemato-oncology units, cystic
fibrosis wards. Dishwashers were removed from high risk wards
in one Scottish hospital following a waterborne outbreak and
the identification of pathogenic moulds including Exophiala
dermatitidis from them. [5] Eight patients in one cancer centre
developed fungaemia secondary to the pathogenic yeast Sap-
rochaete clavate from a contaminated dishwasher. [6] Where
installed, dishwashers should be allowed to cool before open-
ing as release of pressure and steam may enhance dissem-
ination of fungal spores. Plumbed in water coolers may also be
present in ward kitchens and should also be subject to risk
assessment and regular cleaning/maintenance. [7].

We would also like to highlight the issue of how water is
collected for patients. Common practice is to place a bowl or a
jug in the sink whilst filling the receptacle which is likely to
result in contamination of the base with drain organisms which
may subsequently be transmitted to patients (or other surfaces
and then onto patients). Whilst point of use filters provide a
simple solution to provision of safe water they often incur the
same issues because the receptacle comes into contact with
the drain below the filter.

Drainage systems provide a superhighway for the trans-
mission of organisms around the healthcare setting. [8] Highly
antibiotic resistant organisms are providing information about
deficiencies in current design and practices of water/drainage
systems. The resistant strains are not thought to possess any
special attributes for dispersal from the sources but merely
attract our attention unlike sensitive strains. There is a
pressing need to learn and improve on design to stem spread of
antibiotic resistance but also in light of the new national pro-
gramme to build new healthcare facilities in England.
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